Steps for Ensuring Data Quality
If you would like an 11x17 color copy of this process map, please email info@espsg.com. To print your own full-sized version, visit www.espsg.com/dataspecs.

1. Are the requirements known?
Conduct an annual personnel
evaluation of all staff to
ensure required
competencies and
performance are present.
Follow‐up with improvement
plans and annual goals as
appropriate.

Create, review, or update job
descriptions and
competencies for each
position related to this data
area. Follow established
procedures whenever a new
employee is hired to ensure
adequate qualifications.

Conduct stake‐holder
meetings.

Build and maintain
documentation for all
programmatic and
professional requirements.

2. Is the process well designed?
Communicate
with data
providers to
determine the
extent and
feasibility of all
design changes
required.

Communicate
with
programming
staff to
determine the
extent and
feasibility of all
design changes
required.

Develop or review
current process design
aligned with current
requirements from
Step 1.

Compare latest
documents with prior
documents and verify
changes from prior
year.

Review design
with program
management
staff.
Attend training or conference
for professionals in this area.

Update references with
current, new, or revised
professional standards.

Attend training or conference
sponsored by controlling
agency.

Update files with copies of
current/revised policies,
regulations, rules, or
procedures.

Compare latest documents
with prior documents and
verify any changes from prior
year.

Communicate with data
providers to determine the
extent and feasibility of all
changes required.

Communicate with
programming staff to
determine the extent and
feasibility of all changes
required.

Complete a “Program Change
Request” for programmer to
update code. Follow
established change
management process to
implement changes.

Review design
with officials in
controlling
agency.

Complete a “Program
Change Request” for
programmer to update
code. Follow
established change
management process
to implement changes.

Review design
with
professionals in
other districts.

Arrange for a
“hot back‐
up” site for all
operations in
the event of
failure of
primary
systems.
Arrange for
off‐hour
maintenance,
on‐call
employees,
and other
back‐up
procedures
during key
activities.
Schedule
maintenance
of all
hardware and
checks of all
other systems
prior to key
actions.
Establish
target dates
for key
actions and
verify their
reasonable‐
ness.

3. Is the process well documented
and communicated?
Prepare, distribute, post, and
maintain a comprehensive
guide for data providers.
Update guide as changes
occur.
Publish calendar of data
activities.

Schedule random checks during each
phase of entry, processing, and production .

Verify data at the earliest level;
automate if possible.

Integrate data entry/submission with
transactions critical to the work of the data
providers. Capture data directly from
transactional systems. Maximize the re‐use
of data relied upon by the data providers
for their won work. Create a dependence
upon and ownership of the data by the
data providers.
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4. Is the process well implemented?

Follow data‐provider
checklists for key actions and
dates.
Identify all data
providers; maintain a
record of experience
and training.

Provide training for data
providers; document
participation; measure skills
and knowledge; issue
certification of completion of
training.

Identify new data
providers as they are
hired. Deliver
training and certify
their skills.

STOP
LOOK
VERIFY

Certify data completeness
and accuracy by obtaining
sign‐offs if required by
persons responsible before
moving to the next step.

Communicate with data
providers whenever
necessary to keep them
informed and productive.

Follow requirements
for a data provider,
e.g., education level,
training, skills,
experience, etc.

Conduct on‐site reviews to
verify implementation.

Run sample data through
process to ensure everything
is working according to
specifications.

Send an “implementation
report card” to data providers
and their supervisors.

Inventory and
follow‐up on any
deficiencies in the
physical or fiscal
requirements of
data providers .

Follow the approved
Information Systems
Architecture to ensure
compatibility with all
standards, policies, and
procedures.

Certify data completeness
and accuracy by obtaining
sign‐offs if required by
persons responsible before
moving to the next step.

STOP
LOOK
VERIFY

Verify all calculations,
conditional rules, and
Level 1, 2, & 3
business rules. STOP

Build final analysis file in
compliance with
specifications in the design.
(Reporting data store) STOP

LOOK
VERIFY

LOOK
VERIFY

Conduct analyses in
compliance with actual
characteristics of and
assumptions made about the
nature of the data.

STOP
LOOK
VERIFY

Build data submission file.
(Staging data store)

Build data files or reports for
public access to the level of
data appropriate.
STOP
LOOK
VERIFY

Run audit and
preliminary reports.

Review final data and derived
statistics with data providers,
processors, program
managers, knowledgeable
peers, and others with a stake
in the results.
STOP

STOP
LOOK
VERIFY

Verify that FERPA
requirements are met in all
reporting.
STOP
LOOK
VERIFY

LOOK
VERIFY

Establish and maintain a help
system that quickly provides
answers to data providers.
Anticipate questions and
information needs, and
communicate with data
providers. Include hardware,
software, and network issues.

Identify and keep
current
documentation
of the hardware,
software,
network, and
other resources
required for each
data provider.

STOP
LOOK
VERIFY

Verify data exchanges,
crosswalks, and translations
for integrity.

STOP
LOOK
VERIFY

Establish and follow proper
district protocol for
communicating with data
providers to establish the
authority and priority for
providing data in this area.

Incorporate
validation
processes
into the
design to
ensure data
integrity.

Follow data‐processor
checklists for key actions and
dates.

6. Are the data appropriately
analyzed and reported?

5. Are the data verified and certified?

Run business rules.

Access extant files to preprint all
available data to eliminate entry
errors by data providers.
Automate data capture and
incorporate edit checks and
validations at the time of data entry.
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Send a “data quality report
card” to data providers and
their supervisors.

Report, correct, and
document discrepancies and
problems.

STOP
LOOK
VERIFY

Review audit reports with
experts with knowledge of
requirements.
STOP
LOOK
VERIFY

Document and log issues that
cannot be corrected or that
impact interpretation.

Communicate to data
providers changes required
for current process.

Communicate changes
required for Steps 1‐4.

Create and publish reports
with findings, conclusions, and
disclosure of conditions
impacting interpretations.

Compile documentation for
problems, special
circumstances, and other
factors impacting
interpretation of the data.

Compare data to past runs,
standards, and similar
groups.

Maintain a log of
help requests,
actions taken, and
issues requiring
follow‐up for all
data providers.

Document data standards in
the Metadata Dictionary,
including Level 1, 2, & 3
business rules. Document
collections and repositories
for authoritative data sources.

Submit data.
(Operational data store)

Review audit reports with
experts with knowledge of
reasonableness.

Access log of problems and
issues from Step 5.

Access log of problems and
issues from Step 4.

STOP
LOOK
VERIFY

Certify completeness and
accuracy and obtain sign‐offs
accepting the data.

Import data into
longitudinal data store.

Publish ”Official Statistics” for
use by all persons
representing the organization
and to form or compare to a
baseline for describing trends.

Manage access to all data,
statistics, and reports through
an education portal with
directory services to
determine authentication and
authorization for all users.

Publish guidelines for
interpretation and use of the
data, statistics, and reports.

